
Christianity advocates microchips 

-By Edward Lonsa 

There is a category of idiots, who buy the lie, that Christianity is some kind of cure from mass 

implanting of microchips. Indeed, Christianity is the best cure from scientific progress, 

technology and medicine advancement, increasing comfort level and life quality. When it 

comes to advancement of human powers and freedoms – then yes, its best cure against all 

this. BUT, when it comes to mass implantation of chips, all-control and global tracking – i.e. 

using this progress AGAINST human's rights instead of increasing them, xian church is out 

there with blessings. 

 

What’s microchip implants and how they work 

https://youtu.be/4MZKEzGklBU  

 

Nicholas Rockefeller admitted elite goal is 100% microchip population control 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZL_5bfccz1c  

 

Now let us ask the opinion of xian church in the face of Pope Francis: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5udebRy44vU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypgOTcVzJPU 

http://nationalreport.net/pope-francis-public-support-rfid-chip-implantation/  

 

“We have examined the scriptures thoroughly, and I can conclusively say that there’s 

nothing to indicate that RFID Chips are Satanic in anyway. If anything, these devices are a 

blessing from God himself, bestowed upon humanity to solve many of the world’s ills.” - See 

more at: http://nationalreport.net/pope-francis-public-support-rfid-chip-

implantation/#sthash.5hVcsP4J.dpuf  

 

 

It’s no mistake that the jewish “god” (i.e. jewish race) blessed the device that would bring it 

its Jew World Order. 

 

 

This very idiot category thinks also, that Christianity is somehow protecting national culture 

and tradition from alien influences like feminism and multiculturalism. For these idiots to 

know, once Christianity was the first one to destroy all the culture, all the tradition, 

destroyed all Pagan Temples and Memorials, xian leaders were those who tortured to death 

all preservers of this culture. And whole villages, cities and even countries perished in the 

ashes of xian inquisition. On the ruins of the stolen culture they constructed Orwellian style 

slave system with torture, all-control, global tracking and brainwashing on daily basis. 

 

 

Exposing Christianity: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/  
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Actually mass microchipping is updated, electronic version of xianity. 

 

Same idiot category thinks, that xianity is somehow opposed to jews with their New World 

Order. Let’s ask the spiritual leader of Pissrael, jewish cabbala and jewish torah scholar, 

Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri, who is the one who will rule Jewish World Order and who will bring it 

to the Earth according to their torah. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAULE3AB8Qs  

 

As we can see, spiritual leader of Pissrael thinks that jewish Mashiah / Messiah is Yeshua / 

Jesus the Nazarene. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAULE3AB8Qs

